ABSTRACT. Some new techniques in the representation theory of Banach Jordan triple systems (i.e., JJ5*-triples) are developed. These are applied to prove a Kaplansky density theorem and to show that JBIV-triples decompose into special and exceptional parts.
reference to the weak* topology is not ambiguous since a JBW*-triple has a unique predual [1, 9] . Closed subtriples of C(H) are called ■/C'-triples, and weak*-closed (ultraweakly or tj-weakly closed) subtriples of Z(H) are called JH/*-triples.
A is special if it is isometrically isomorphic (^algebraically isomorphic; see Lemma 1 and [12] ) to a JC*-triple. A is exceptional if every representation of A into a JC*-triple is zero. In [4] Friedman and Russo proved a Gelfand-Naimark Theorem: Every J5*-triple is isometrically isomorphic to a subtriple of C(H) ©<» C(S,Ce), where S is the Stone-Cech compactification of a discrete set and Ce is the exceptional Cartan factor associated with the exceptional domain in C27, i.e., Ce is the set of 3 x 3 hermitian matrices over the complex Cayley numbers. We shall refer to a subtriple of Z(H) ©oo C(S, Ce) as concrete; thus, every J2?*-triple has a faithful representation as a concrete J2?*-triple. An equivalent formulation of this theorem allows the representation of a Jß*-triple to be a subtriple oî C(H)®00C(Si,C5)®00C(S2, Ce), where Si and S2 are suitable topological spaces and C5 is the exceptional Cartan factor associated with the exceptional domain in C16, i.e., C5 is the set of 1 x 2 matrices over the complex Cayley numbers. Use of this form will allow us a more precise description of the exceptional part of a JBW*-triple in Theorem 8 below. Using the Gelfand map we may assume that A and B are commutative C*-algebras and <p: A -► B has dense image. By (a) <p is continuous.
From the separate weak*-continuity of the triple product on A** and the weak*-continuity of <p** : A** -► B** it follows that ip** is a homomorphism with weak*-dense image.
Let e be the identity of the W*-algebra A** and let u = <p**{e). Then <p(A) Ç (B**)2(u) => B** -(B**)2(u) and so u is a unitary element in the W/*-algebra B**. Therefore ip : A** -► B** defined by ip(z) = ip** (z)u* is a *-algebra homomorphism. Then <p(A) is weak*-closed in B.
PROOF. By Lemma 2 ker^> is an M-summand in A. Thus, there is an Mprojection P on A such that <pP(A) -<p{A) and <pP is injective, and so is an isometric isomorphism by Lemma 1. Thus, the closed unit ball of <p(A) is >p(Ai) which is weak*-compact in B by Alaoglu's Theorem and the weak*-continuity of <p. Then there is a unique normal extension of ip to a representation tp:A**^B.
PROOF. Let t: 2?« -► B* be the canonical inclusion, where 2?» is the predual of B, and define T = t*. Then T is weak*-weak* continuous and it readily follows that T(x) -z Vx E B. By [2] B is a subtriple of B** and so T|b is a homomorphism. Since B is weak*-dense in B** and {■, -, }b" is separately weak* continuous [1] , T is a homomorphism on all of B**.
Define <p = Tip**. Then <p is weak*-weak* continuous. As in the above paragraph ip** : A** -► B** is a homomorphism and thus so is (p. For x E A, T<p**(x) = Tip(x) = tp(x) so tp extends <p. Any other normal extension of ip must agree with <p on the weak*-dense subset A and so coincides with ip. D Throughout the rest of this paper we shall place a tilde above a representation to indicate its normal extension. and W is a JOPv"*-triple with no nonzero abelian tripotents. V decomposes as desired by the classification theorem for type I JBW*-triples [8] . Thus, it suffices to prove that W is isometrically isomorphic to a JC*-triple.
By [13] the maximal tripotents (i.e., those tripotents e E W such that W0(e) = 0) in a J2?*-triple coincide with the real and the complex extreme points of the closed unit ball. Since W is a dual space, we may choose a maximal tripotent e E W by the Krein-Milman Theorem. By [9] W2(e) is a ./BW*-algebra. It follows that W2(e) contains no nonzero abelian projections. Hence, W2(e) contains four strongly connected, pairwise orthogonal projections ei, e2, e3, e^ with ei + e2 + e3 + 04 = e (see [6, 5. given by Theorem 6. Aex is isometrically isomorphic to C(Si,C5) ©oe C(í>2,C6), and the normality of this representation follows from the uniqueness of preduals of J2?lv**-triples (see [5, Theorem 12] ). Thus, we may assume that A is special. Let B C C(H) be a JC*-triple and let tp: B -► A be an algebraic isomorphism. By Proposition 6, A is algebraically isomorphic to a weak*-closed ideal in B**.
Algebraic isomorphisms are surjective isometries by Lemma 1 and therefore are weak*-weak* continuous by uniqueness of preduals, so it will suffice to show that B** is algebraically isomorphic to a JW^-triple.
Let i: B -* £(22) be the inclusion map. Then i** : B** -► C(H)** is an isometry and so i** is a weak*-weak* continuous monomorphism. By [6, 1.1.23] i**(A**) is weak*-closed in £(H)**. Let ip: i(H)** -> Z(K) be a faithful normal representation of C(H)** as a von Neumann algebra, where K is some complex Hubert space (cf. [15, Theorem 1.16.7] ). Then ip o ¿** is an algebraic isomorphism of B** onto a weak*-closed subtriple of Z(K), i.e., onto a Jiy*-triple. D
